README
	General notes on Pd ... 
	         ~	audio setting preferences default to built-in audio.  This computer 			does not appear to have any built-in audio input.  It is necessary to 		change to one of the other options for audio input to work.  
	         ~ Pd crashes when a patch including pixelTANGO is closed unless 			a patch using pixelTANGO remains open.  
Bayes net patches
	audiochoiceOSCsend.pd
		-connect, turn on compute audio, make the number above the delay positive.  An earlier, messier version--later patches with the same/similar functionality are more user friendly.  Sends /midinote, /harmony, /difference, and /volume.  Plays only the harmony.  Requires rounding.py, majornet.py, and minornet.py.
	bayesnetaudio.pd
		-concept version from the version of Pd that didn't work with fiddle~.  Has no connections from the adc~, hence does nothing.  
	bayesnetaudio1.pd
		-turn on compute audio, make number above delay positive.  Requires rounding.py and bayesnet.py.  Only plays harmony.  
	bayesnetaudio1recorder.pd 
		-turn on compute audio, make delay greater than 0, click open then start to record, stop to end recording.  Records audio input and harmony notes.  Does not play sounds.  Requires rounding.py and bayesnet.py. 
	bayesnetaudio1recorder2.pd
		-turn on compute audio, increase delay, click open then start to record, stop to end.  Requires rounding.py and bayesnet.py.  Records melody and harmony notes. Plays nothing.  
	bayesnetaudiobpbonk.pd
		-does not work correctly.  An unsuccessful attempt to bypass fiddle~.
	bayesnetaudiochoice.pd
		-turn on compute audio, increase delay, choose key.  Harmonizes in any minor pentatonic scale (indicated by midi difference from middle C).  Click open, then start to record, stop to end.  Plays harmony only.  Records melody and harmony pitches.  Requires rounding.py and netkeychoice.py.
	bayesnetaudiofiddle.pd
		-turn on compute audio.  Harmonizes in C minor pentatonic.  Plays both melody and harmony notes.  Does not turn notes off (turn compute audio off to stop hearing them, or close the patch).  Requires bayesnet.py.
	bayesnetchoicemidi.pd
		-turn on compute audio, increase delay, and play on the keyboard.  Harmonizes in any minor pentatonic (indicated by midi difference from middle C).  Plays both melody and harmony pitches.  Requires netkeychoice.py.
	bayesnetcombo.pd
		-turn on compute audio, click open then start to record, stop to end.  Harmonizes in C minor pentatonic to both audio and midi input.  Notes do not end.  Plays only incoming midi notes, but records both incoming pitches and both harmony pitches.  Requires bayesnet.py.
	bayesnetcomboexp.pd
		-experimental patch to try to figure out where extra noises were coming from.  
	bayesnetmanychoices.pd
		-takes audio or midi input.  Harmonizes in any major or minor key, chosen by midi distance from middle c. Requires rounding.py, majornet.py, and minor net.py.  Records and plays melody and harmony pitches.  
	bayesnetmidi.pd
		-turn compute audio on.  Takes midi input, harmonizes in c minor pentatonic, plays input and output pitches.  Requires bayesnet.py
	bayesnetmidi1.pd
		-same as previous, but notes end.  Make delay positive.  
	bayesnetmidi1recorder.pd
		-same as previous, but with option to record.  Click open then start, stop to end.  
	bayesnetmididelay.pd
		-similar to previous several, but allows for the melody and harmony notes to be played at different times.  Set the values in the two number boxes.  
	majorbayesnetaudiochoice.pd
		-turn compute audio on, increase delay, choose key.  Click open, then start to record, stop to end.  Plays harmony in major keys, records melody and harmony pitches.  Requires majornet.py, rounding.py.
	majorbayesnetchoicemidi.pd
		-turn on compute audio, increase delay, choose key.  Harmonizes in major keys, plays harmony and melody notes.  Click open, then start to record, stop to end.  Requires majornet.py.  
	midichoiceOSCsend.pd
		-turn compute audio on, choose major or minor, choose key, increase delay, connect.  Takes midi input, harmonizes according to key chosen, sends 
/midinote, /harmony, /difference, /prevharm, and /harmdiff.  Plays both melody and harmony notes.  Requires majornet.py and minornet.py.  
	minorbayesnetaudiochoice.pd
		-turn compute audio on, increase delay, choose key.  Click open, then start to record, stop to end.  Plays harmony, records melody and harmony notes.  Requires rounding.py and minornet.py.  
	minorbayesnetchoicemidi.pd
		-turn compute audio on, increase delay, choose key.  Open, start to record, stop to end.  Plays melody and harmony.  Takes midi input.  Requires minornet.py.  
	OSCsendchoices.pd
		-the complete Bayes net patch.  Audio or midi input, recording, OSC, choose key for harmony, etc ... requires rounding.py, majornet.py, and minornet.py.  Sends /midinote, /harmony, /prevnote, /prevharm, /difference, /interval, and 
/harmdiff to port 5209.   

data files
	Bayes net probability files (used by the python Bayes nets)
		filefor*.dat
		majnameofpiofile.dat
		majnameofppofile.dat
		majpoutfile.dat
		majpprevinputgivenint.dat
		nameofpiofile.dat
		nameofppofile.dat
		poutfile.dat
		pprevinputgivenint.dat
	HMM probability files (used to train or initialize pyexthmms in the various 		HMM patches)
		a*.dat
		b*.dat
		c*.dat
		d.dat
		e.dat
		hmmprobs.dat
		letterprobs.dat
		pdhmmprobs.dat
	HMM test files (mostly results of various tests)
		*.txt
		*.rtf

graphics patches
	gempractice.pd
		-uses pixelTANGO for window and lighting.  http://maven.smith.edu/~jfrankli/studentResearch/PDInstruction.html
	simpleteapotOSCrcv.pd
		-see OSC patches
	tangoing.pd
		-receives /midinote, /harmony, and /difference on port 5209.  Works with OSCsendchoices.pd.  Uses pixelTANGO.  Set up presets by changing layer settings and moving the presets bar, then start receiving stuff.  The information received will change the colors of the teapot and cup, and move through the presets.  
	teapot_madness.pd
		-experiment with pmpd and teapots.  Uses pixelTANGO window and lighting.  Make the window, turn the metro on, click the various force3D messages.  
	teapot_tango.pd
		-uses pixelTANGO.  Textures a cube and a teapot.  Move things around ... the cube reflects both the teapot and itself.  The teapot can also be textured with an image or a movie(?) ... apparently not a movie, but definitely an image.  
	tryingtotango.pd
		-experimental patch with feedback in pixelTANGO and GEM.  
	yoda.pd
		-draws a picture of Yoda using GEM shapes.  

HMM patches
	frompapertest.pd
		-tries to test the pyext HMM on letters drawn by the mouse, as in the Kolesnik and Wanderley paper.  Receives from frompaper.pd.  Read, then train all five HMMs, then start frompaper.pd and draw letters (ABCDE, despite the file names).  Ideally, the letter with the highest probability (the numbers that get printed) should be the letter that was drawn.  
	hmm.pd
		-an HMM.  Has predefined probabilities.  Can be used to produce lists of observations to train/test a pyexthmm HMM.  Bang the metro to start, click stop to stop.  Click dump to see the state transition probabilities.  
	oldcamerahmm.pd
		-an earlier version of camerahmm.pd.  Requires the three camera patches, teapotpatch.pd, pyexthmm.py and maxofthree.py.  
	pyexthmmtest.pd
		-test patch for pyexthmm HMMs.  Read, train, click various messages.  Receives from hmm.pd.  Requires (amazingly enough) pyexthmm.py.  

installation patches
	cameraa.pd
		-called as an abstraction by camerahmm.pd.  Compiles lists of observations from data from camera a and sends them to a subpatch of camerahmm.pd.  Also sends data to the camera b patch.  
	camerab.pd
		-called as an abstraction by camerahmm.pd.  Compiles lists of observations from data from camera b and sends them to a subpatch of camerahmm.pd.  
	camerac.pd
		-called as an abstraction by camerahmm.pd.  Compiles lists of observations from data from camera c and sends them to a subpatch of camerahmm.pd.  
	camerahmm.pd
		-OPEN THIS PATCH TO RUN THE INSTALLATION.  The others are all called as abstractions and do not need to be opened separately/left open while the installation is running.  It is necessary to open them from this patch at least once, however, and follow the instructions for running them.  This patch itself plays the audio; it runs the HMMs and plays chords according to which movement was most likely.  It also plays the notes sent from teapotpatch.pd.  Requires  the three camera patches, the teapotpatch and its requirements, and pyexthmm.py and maxofthree.py.  
	teapotpatch.pd
		-controls Bayes net harmonizing (C minor pentatonic) and graphics (colors of rotating teapot and cup, textured background).  Requires camerac.pd for the gemwin and camerahmm.pd for the wavetables and sound output.  

miscellaneous patches
	colorsender.pd
		-Not really sure what the point of this one is at this point.  Might be called as an abstraction in one of the OSC patches.  Takes in a number and outputs three numbers, presumably representing a color.  
	frompaper.pd
		-Subpatches orient and code are analogous to the orient2d and code2d objects described in the Kolesnik and Wanderley paper about conducting gestures and HMMs.  Processes data (changes in x and y position) from mouse motion.  Click poll to start polling the mouse, stop to stop, the toggle above the metro to start processing numbers.  Sends to frompapertest.pd.  
	nqpoly4.pd
		-copied from the help section because I thought I might need it and it wasn't working outside of the help section.  
	nqpwrap4.pd
		-ditto.
	recur.pd
		-attempt at recursion in Pd.  Apparently not possible, at least not in such a straightforward way.  

OSC patches
	audiochoiceOSCsend.pd
		-see Bayes net patches
	midichoiceOSCsend.pd
		-see Bayes net patches
	OSCrcvr.pd
		-receives /midinote, /harmony, and /difference at port 5207.  Changes the color of the teapot and plays melody and harmony notes.  Don't click lighting 1 if you want to be able to see the teapot.  Create gemwin, toggle rendering, toggle the teapot, increase delay.  
	OSCsendchoices.pd
		-see Bayes net patches
	simpleOSCrcvr.pd
		-receives /midinote on port 52709 and plays it (turn compute audio on).  click 0 to stop.  
	simpleOSCsender.pd
		-takes midi input, computes frequency, sends /midinote on port 52709.  Connect first.  
	simpleteapotOSCrcv.pd
		-receives /midinote and /harmony on port 5207.  Changes color of the teapot.  Don't click lighting 1 if you want to see the teapot (needs a light source which is not included in the patch?).  The numbers involved look a little weird, but maybe there was a reason for them at one point?  Create window, toggle rendering, toggle teapot.  

python files
	bayesnet.py
		computes C minor pentatonic harmony notes.
	hmm.py
		python HMM class.
	hmmexp.py
		unfinished version of hmm.py
	listchecker.py
		returns the input list if it is not all zeros, otherwise returns nothing.  
	majornet.py
		computes harmony notes in any major key.  
	maxofthree.py
		returns 0, 1 or 2 depending on which of its inputs is greatest, or returns -1 if they are all -1 or less.  
	minornet.py
		computes harmony notes in any minor key.  
	net.py
		early/unfinished version of bayesnet.py
	netkeychoice.py
		computes harmony notes in any minor pentatonic scale.  
	numbercruncher.py
		computes averages of elements in lists.  Used for analyzing data produced by tests of the pyexthmm HMMs.  
	obschoice.py
		returns 0, 1 or 2 depending on whether its input is positive, negative, or close to 0.  
	pyexthmm.py
		python HMM class that works in Pd through pyext.  
	recur.py
		the (functioning) replacement for recur.pd.  
	rounding.py
		functions to round a number or see if two numbers are equal.  
	test.py
		part of the code from an old version of pyexthmm.py, used for debugging.  

sound patches
	bayesnetaudiosimple.pd
		-not actually a Bayes net patch but a test of fiddle~.  Turn on compute audio.
	maybechords.pd
		-plays chords input through midi.  Notes don't seem to end?  Big mess of conditionals. 
	maybemorechords.pd
		-plays chords input through midi.  Notes don't end.  Uses chord to take in notes, so occasionally notes get "stuck" and continue playing even when something else is playing and they're not being played at all.  Sounds very buzzy.  
	midiplayer.pd
		-plays incoming midi notes on channels? 1 and 17.  Also takes control input and sends midi output.  Choose note length by increasing the delay.  
	pitchmatcher.pd
		-takes audio input, shows midi pitch, rounded pitch, frequency of rounded pitch, and plays the rounded pitch.  Turn on compute audio.  
	testsounds.pd
		-plays a predefined set of pitches in a loop. Click the bang at the top.   

